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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which OSPFv3 LSA type is similar in function to the OSPFv2 Type
3 LSA?
A. Inter-Area Router
B. Link
C. Intra-Area Prefix
D. Inter-Area Prefix
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company is running a website on Amazon EC2 instances deployed
in multiple Availability Zones (AZs). The site performs a high
number of repetitive reads and writes each second on an Amazon

RDS for MySQL Multi- AZ DB instance with General Purpose SSD
(gp2) storage. After comprehensive testing and analysis, a
database specialist discovers that there is high read latency
and high CPU utilization on the DB instance.
Which approach should the database specialist to take to
resolve this issue without changing the application?
A. Implementing sharding to distribute the load to multiple RDS
for MySQL databases.
B. Use the same RDS for MySQL instance class with Provisioned
IOPS (PIOPS) storage.
C. Modify the RDS for MySQL database class to a bigger size and
implement Provisioned IOPS (PIOPS).
D. Add an RDS for MySQL read replica.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and drop the concept of Cisco UCS Director orchestrator
from the left onto the correct description on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following are the basic principles of storage
troubleshooting? (multiple choice)
A. First find the high-level alarm, then the low-level alarm
B. First perform an alarm analysis, then use the replacement
method
C. Find the common first alarm, after the individual alarm
D. Locate the exterior first, then the interior
Answer: A,C,D
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